DS3 Differential Solid State Switch
With Digital Axis Flip Technology
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Thank you for purchasing a Stanwax Laser DS3 board
The DS3 is a family of products based around a single PCB that can provide output scale control, RGB level control and
solid state axis flipping of the scanned output by push buttons. Output states are stored on chip in flash RAM for setting
integrity following a power cycle.
The versions of this product available are
DS3FCB - Full board with axis flip and RGB level pots* for
panel mounting
DS3FAC - Full board with axis flip and X/Y level pots* for panel
mounting
DS3AF - axis flip board only for internal mounting and rear
panel mounted push buttons
DS3CB - Pot board only with RGB level pots
DS3AC - Pot board only with X/Y level pots
(note this will differ from the image shown right)

Two optional mounting panels for fitting a Stanwax Ilda board
and the DS3FCB or DS3AF are also available (when using the
DS3AF the board will need to be mounted internally to the
projector – see drawing at the end of this Document)
Fitting
External panel mounted version
Drill 5 holes as per fig 2 from the drill drawings at the end of this document. To make sure only a small amount of the pot
thread (just enough to fit the nut) protrudes from the panel, a spacer will need to be fitted to the pots behind the panel.
The thickness of this will depend on your panel thickness but for 1.5mm panel as used with Stanwax Laser mounting
panel (see below) a spacer of 3mm is provided. The board should then fit up to the panel and the push buttons will
protrude through. If the buttons are a little tight remove the board and open the holes up by using a 4.5mm drill (drawing
shows 4mm) to make the hole a little larger and give a little extra clearance. The shafts on the pots can easily be trimmed
to length using a hacksaw.
Internal version
Find a suitable area to mount the board you will need 30x64mm plus some clearance. The board must not rest on a metal
plate as this may short circuit the board so we would advise using plastic or metal spacer posts to raise the board away
from the panel. Mark the holes to be drilled using the drawing (fig 1 from drill drawing at the end of this document) or by
marking through the holes in the PCB. The holes in the PCB will clear M3 screws so it is best to use this size for the
spacer posts.
Operation
On power up the board will read the internal data memory and assign the outputs accordingly, to change the rotation of
an axis simply press the button briefly and the rotation or flip will take place as the button is released. Any press between
0.2 of a second and 3 seconds will rotate or flip the axis. If the channel inputs are wired as marked on the PCB and on the
diagram at the end of this document then SW1 will control the X axis an SW2 will control the Y axis. Pressing either
button and holding it in for more than three seconds will swap X to Y and Y to X rotating the whole output by 90 degrees.
After this operation the buttons will continue to act as before reversing the appropriate axes. Following any button press
the state of the output is stored in the on chip flash ram so no further action is required and following a power cycle the
output will return to the last recorded setting.
Stanwax Laser Mounting Panels
To use the DS3 with a Stanwax Laser mounting panel simply follow the instructions provided with the panel to make a cut
out to place the panel. Fit the board to the panel once its fitted to the laser projector housing.

Specifications
Differential signal switching 15V peak to peak max.
X and Y polarity reversal and X/Y swap
Switch Technology CMOS Solid state bi-lateral switch micro controller controlled
Data retention (power off) 40years
Flash memory number or write cycles >1 million
Power acquirement +/-24 VDC @ 30mA (scanner power supply recommended)
PCB dimensions
DS3AF 30x63 mm
DS3FCB/AC
58x63 mm
DS3BC/AC
33x63 mm
Connectors Molex KK or compatible 2.54mm pitch
Mounting
External panel mount for DS3FCB/AC & DS3BC/AC versions
Internal fixing with up to 3 M3 screws for DS3AF version (see drawing at the end of this document)

Connections – Full board shown

The diagram (above) shows the DS3FCB PCB and shows how to connect the board. The area
marked by the dotted line is the Power supply area and will get quite warm in operation – this is
normal.
It is very important to wire the colour pots up correctly as In and out as marked here and on the PCB
or damage to your laser controller may occur.
The ground pin marked does not need to be connected if the projector grounds are connected
properly and is provided for the use of the Pot only versions of the board.
It is less important if the X/Y signals are connected as marked and input and output can safely be
reversed. As long as the X and Y signal pairs are kept as pairs then the connections for the axis flip
are not important.
If you are using DS3AC in conjunction with DS3FCB we suggest that the DS3AC board is placed
after the DS3FCB meaning that the axis flip operation takes place before the scale control. Its
important to ensure that DS3AC or DS3CB have the ground pin connected to the scanner PSU
ground (0V) connection or their function will be compromised.

Connections for DS3FAC
The DS3FAC has the output from the board
routed directly to the Pots to control X and Y
scale so uses different connections as shown in
the image (right).
The 4 way connector is used as the scanner
signal input and the pair of 2 pin connectors are
used to output the scaled scanner signal to the
scanner driver inputs. The designation of X and Y
is arbitrary as the board can swap them but as
shown the pots are numbered and they control
the output to the connectors as indicated.
Polarity for inputs and outputs does not matter.
The only critical thing is that the input signals are
connected one signal to the right hand pair of
pins and the other to the left hand pair of pins on
the 4 way connector
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